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Welcome to Build Your Own Security Lab. With this book, you can increase your hands-on IT security skills. The techniques and tools discussed in this book can benefit IT security designers and implementers. IT security designers will benefit as they learn more about specific tools and their capabilities. Implementers will gain firsthand experience from installing and practicing using software tools needed to secure information assets.

This book is designed for individuals who need to better understand the functionality of security tools. Its objective is to help guide those individuals in learning when and how specific tools should be deployed and what any of the tools’ specific limitations are.
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Security How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Securing ERP is the main issue nowadays; it is not only about bits and bytes of network traffic, but also about business transactions, users' privileges and access rights. Hackers raise their awareness to hack and attack ERP systems as the information becomes the vital weapon these days. So securing your ERP is not only about internal...
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Investment Manager Analysis: A Comprehensive Guide to Portfolio Selection, Monitoring and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Investment Manager Analysis provides readers with a broad framework that covers the investment manager due diligence process from initial screening to analytical techniques, interviewing skills, and legal and contract negotiations. As it guides the reader through the selection process, it clearly demonstrates a variety of mechanisms for...
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Environmental Engineering: Designing a Sustainable Future (Green Technology)Facts on File, 2009
Environmental engineering's future seems boundless because it is based in the myriad ways in which nature solves its own engineering challenges. People have yet to design a system that pumps water 200 feet straight up toward the sky in a system that is silent, requires no mechanical pumps, and never malfunctions, yet giant sequoia trees do this...
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The Encyclopedia of Children's Health and Wellness (Facts on File Library of Health and Living)Facts on File, 2004
Despite the fact that the risk of childhood disease is lower now than it has been in the past, childhood health care needs remain complex. This is mainly because as society and technology change rapidly, children are routinely exposed to new potential threats. For instance, in the last few years the National Institutes of Health and the Surgeon...
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Sas 9.1 Output Delivery System User's Guide: BooksSAS Institute, 2003
Combining plenty of practical examples with detailed information, this user's guide shows you how to produce output that you can view with a Web browser or that takes advantage of a high-resolution PostScript printer, turn the output of a DATA step or procedure into a SAS data set, turn the output of a data query or procedure into an ODS document,...
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Murach's ADO.NET 3.5, LINQ, and the Entity Framework with C# 2008Mike Murach & Associates, 2009

	You won't get far as a C# developer unless you know how to write database applications.


	That's where this book comes in. It shows you how to use Visual Studio 2008 and ADO.NET 3.5 to develop database applications the way the best professionals do.


	That includes the full gamut of skills you need, from using...
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